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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate cell‐free DNA (cfDNA) redraws and pregnancy outcomes

following low fetal fraction (FF) cfDNA failures, as it has been suggested that a

failed cfDNA screen due to insufficient FF carries increased risk for fetal aneuploidy.

Methods: Here >200,000 consecutive samples were reviewed and >1,100 patients

were identified with a failed cfDNA due to low FF using genome‐wide massively

parallel sequencing. Redraw results following the initial low FF failure were

analyzed, as well as pregnancy outcomes for patients with repeated low FF failure

on redraw.

Results: Upon redraw 84.2% of samples yielded a reportable result with no

enrichment of aneuploidy observed (p = 0.332). Higher maternal weights and

multifetal pregnancy rates were observed in samples with insufficient FF. In patients

with repeated low FF failure on redraw, almost all pregnancies resulted in appar-

ently healthy liveborns.

Conclusion: Insufficient FF was not an indicator of aneuploidy risk or adverse

pregnancy outcomes in this study. Caution should be taken in generalizing aneu-

ploidy risk to all low FF cfDNA failures. Redrawing may be an appropriate next step,

as proceeding directly with diagnostic testing for aneuploidy may be unwarranted

for most patients.

Key Points

What's already known about this topic?

� Fetal fraction (FF) is affected by a number of factors including maternal weight, gestational

age, and some aneuploidies

� It has been suggested that cell‐free DNA (cfDNA) screens that fail due to insufficient FF are

at increased risk for aneuploidy

What does this study add?

� Increased aneuploidy rates were not observed in patients who submitted a new sample

after an initial low FF failure
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� Redrawing cfDNA after an initial low FF failure may be an appropriate next step instead of

proceeding directly to diagnostic testing

� Caution should be taken in generalizing aneuploidy risk to all low FF failures, as each

laboratory methodology and criteria is unique

1 | INTRODUCTION

With increased detection and higher positive predictive value

compared to conventional screening methods,1 cell‐free DNA

screening (cfDNA) is recommended as a routine aneuploidy screening

option by key organizations.2–6 cfDNA screening analyzes cfDNA

fragments in maternal plasma, a proportion of which originate from

the placental trophoblast and is referred to as the fetal fraction (FF).

Occasionally a sample will have an insufficient amount of placental

cfDNA fragments (i.e., FF), meaning the pregnancy is inadequately

represented in the sample, which will result in a test failure with

option for redraw.

Of all the known factors associated with FF, maternal weight is

arguably the most well established. Maternal weight has an inverse

relationship with FF, which has been thoroughly described in the

literature7–9 and increased cfDNA screening failure rates due to

insufficient FF have been observed in patients with high body mass

index (BMI).10,11 The increased apoptotic tendencies of adipose

tissue are believed to dilute placental cfDNA fragments in maternal

plasma.12,13 Maternal medications, namely low molecular weight

heparin (LMWH), have also been associated with cfDNA screening

failure, though the exact mechanism is speculative.14 Gestational

age, however, has a direct relationship with FF. Generally, as the

placenta grows and develops throughout the pregnancy, the FF

likewise increases.

There has been concern that aneuploid pregnancies are associ-

ated with lower FFs on cfDNA screening. It has been suggested that

cfDNA screens with insufficient FF carry increased risk for fetal

aneuploidy and is possibly testing platform specific given the

different methodology, criteria, and variable failure rates unique to

each laboratory.15 One study found >17% aneuploidy rate in their FF

failures, however the high risk arm of this study was already enriched

for aneuploidy (26% aneuploidy incidence) as 87% of these patients

were already planning to have or already had invasive diagnostic

testing.16 Another study reported a 4.7% aneuploidy rate in FF fail-

ures.1 Following these observations, guidelines have recommended

counseling and offering diagnostic testing following a FF failure on

cfDNA screening and that a second blood draw may not be appro-

priate2 or that a second blood draw may delay diagnosis of fetal

aneuploidy.17 Conversely, a recent study found low FF is not a

reliable predictor of aneuploidy risk and repeat noninvasive prenatal

test (NIPT) is an appropriate option.18 Offering diagnostic testing

due to a low FF cfDNA failure, regardless of testing platform or

contextualization of maternal factors like BMI, is likely unnecessary

for most patients and may result in increased procedure

related loss.15

This current study aims to further explore aneuploidy enrich-

ment in low FF failures on a single platform from one laboratory.

Here >200,000 consecutive samples were analyzed and >1,100
patients were identified with a cfDNA nonreportable result due to

insufficient FF using genome‐wide massively parallel sequencing

(MPS) cfDNA technology.

2 | METHODS

A retrospective analysis was performed on over 200,000 consecutive

cfDNA screening samples submitted to a single clinical laboratory, all

subjected to the same assay version. All samples were submitted

more than one year ago, making pregnancy outcome information

theoretically available for all pregnancies. Demographics were

collected when available. Gestational age was determined by LMP or

via ultrasound and provided on the test requisition form (TRF).

Maternal weight is not required for testing and as such is not

available for all samples. For purposes of maternal weight only,

<80lbs were excluded as outliers. TRFs with provided weights

between 80 and 100lbs and >500lbs were manually reviewed for

accuracy.

Maternal blood samples submitted to Sequenom Laboratories for

MaterniT®21 PLUS cfDNA screening were subjected to DNA

extraction, library preparation, and genome‐wide MPS as previously

described.19 FF calculation (SeqFF) is described in Kim et al.20

Reportable samples are required to meet both an established mini-

mum FF requirement (≥2.5%) and signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR)

threshold, a method that creates an individualized sample assess-

ment. SNR allows confident reporting of high quality data at lower

FFs by separating meaningful information (signal derived from FF)

from background information (noise; Figure S1).21 The threshold of

this metric was established to maintain test sensitivity while

permitting samples with lower FF to be reported, provided that fetal

signal exceeds and is discernable from sample noise. To determine

the SNR threshold, simulations were performed using 16,900

samples in which contrived trisomy 21/18/13 events were titrated

proportionate to sample FF, and spanning the observed population

distribution of FFs. The resulting cumulative T13/18/21 sensitivities

at varying SNR cut‐offs were compared to historical clinical valida-

tion sensitivity levels22,23 to derive an SNR threshold that optimized

test sensitivity. From this large cohort simulation, the cumulative

T18/13 sensitivity at the established SNR threshold is 99.98% and

>99% sensitivity for T21 (Figure S2).

Failure of a sample to meet the FF and SNR cut offs result in a

nonreportable result due to insufficient FF. Multifetal gestations are
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subjected to higher FF/SNR thresholds, proportional to the number

of fetuses.

Two hundred and six thousand one hundred and nine (206,109)

total consecutive samples, which included both initial draws and

repeat testing (when received), were analyzed and 1,110 patients

were identified with a failed cfDNA due to low FF using genome‐wide
MPS at their initial draw. De‐identified patient specific IDs were used
to determine if a patient submitted a redraw (i.e., repeated NIPT

testing) following their initial low FF failure. Collection time between

the original and redraw sample was used to determine if both sam-

ples represented the same versus a new pregnancy. Redraw sample

results representing the same pregnancy were collated and analyzed.

For patients with repeated low FF failure at redraw, pregnancy

outcomes were elicited via direct communication with the clinical

provider.

Additionally, all low FF failure samples were cross‐referenced
with cytogenetic and SNP microarray diagnostic results submitted to

Laboratory Corporation of America and Integrated Genetics during

the corresponding timeframe. For a cfDNA sample to be considered a

match to a cytogenetic and/or microarray specimen, the diagnostic

and screening results were required to have identical patient iden-

tifiers (name and date of birth), and the collection date for the

diagnostic test had to be within the term of the pregnancy, given the

patient's GA at the cfDNA screening date. Data was analyzed in

compliance with IRB approved protocol SCMM‐RND‐402 and

Sequenom Laboratories® Notice of Privacy Practices. Identifiable

information is not provided. 2‐sided, 2‐sample proportional z‐test
and 2‐sample t test were used to calculate significance. p‐values less
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3 | RESULTS

The low FF failure rate in this time period was 0.6%, which is an

improvement from the previously reported rate of 0.9%

(p < 0.00001)24. Out of the 1,110 patients who had a low FF failure at

their initial draw, 704 submitted a repeat cfDNA sample to the

laboratory and 406 did not (Figure 1). Out of the 704 patients who

sent a redraw sample, 111 received another failed cfDNA, almost all

of which was again due to insufficient FF (n = 109). A reportable

result was obtained for 593 patients (84.2%) and 98.5% of these

patients received a negative screening result upon redraw. Nine

patients received a positive screening result upon redraw (T21 = 5,

T18 = 1, T13 = 3). For the nine patients who received a positive

result, the average gestational age at initial draw was 10 weeks

(range 9–12 weeks) and 13 weeks (range 11–16) at redraw. An

indication for testing was provided for 6/9 patients and was

advanced maternal age in all cases.

The positivity rate in this redraw cohort following an initial low

FF failure was 1.5%, which is statistically similar to the overall posi-

tivity rate (1.1%) for all samples in this time period (Table 1). These

similar positivity rates were consistent when controlling for single-

tons only versus multifetal pregnancies only. Aneuploidy enrichment

was not observed in the patients with successful repeat cfDNA

screening following an initial low FF failure.

Demographics and maternal characteristics are described in

Table 2. Gestational age remained similar in all cohorts, with cfDNA

typically being drawn towards the end of the first trimester. Notably,

maternal weight was higher in all low FF cohorts when compared to

the total patient population and highest in the 109 patients receiving

F I GUR E 1 Redraw results following an
initial low fetal fraction (FF) failure follows the

1,110 patients who received a failed screen
due to low FF at their initial draw and their
result upon redraw, if a repeat sample was
submitted

TAB L E 1 Positivity rates in redraw group versus total tests shows the positivity rates in patients with singleton and/or multifetal

pregnancies who had a successful redraw after a low fetal fraction failure versus total testers

Gestational status Total sample positivity rate (>200,000) Redraw sample positivity rate Significance

Singleton & multifetal 1.1% 1.5% (9/593) Not statistically significant p = 0.332

Singleton only 1.1% 1.3% (7/520) Not statistically significant p = 0.582

Multifetal only 2.2%a 2.7% (2/73) Not statistically significant p = 0.748

aMultifetal data from Dyr et al.25,.
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low FF failures at both draws (t = 6.241; p < 0.00001). Despite a

95.9% multifetal success rate at initial draw, multifetal pregnancy

rate was significantly increased in all low FF failure groups (>12%)
versus the multifetal rate observed in the total sample population

(2.0%). Of note, there are increased FF requirements for multifetal

pregnancies versus singleton gestations. Imposed FF requirements

are roughly proportional to fetal number (i.e., triple the requirement

in triplets). Chorionicity is not routinely provided nor required on

the TRF.

The indication breakdown was statistically similar between

patients who pursued repeat screening and those who did not

(Table 3) with both populations having similar proportions of high

risk versus average risk patients. This similarity is important from a

sample bias consideration, so as to not predispose the 704 patients

who submitted a repeat specimen for or against aneuploidy enrich-

ment. Outcome information is limited for the 406 patients who opted

not to submit a redraw after low FF on their first draw. Cross‐
referencing this patient cohort with a single internal commercial

diagnostic testing laboratory (LabCorp and Integrated Genetics), it

was found that four patients in this group pursued diagnostic testing

via microarray following their low FF failure (two CVS and two

amniocenteses). Diagnostic testing was normal in all cases.

3.1 | Repeated low fetal fraction cohort

Pregnancy and birth outcome information was elicited for the 109

patients with a repeated low FF cfDNA failure. Birth outcome,

TAB L E 2 Demographics table by
cohort provides maternal weight,
average gestational age (GA), and

percentage of multifetal pregnancies in
total testers and various low fetal
fraction (FF) failure cohorts

Cohort N Average maternal weighta Average GA % Multifetal

Total tests 206,109 166 lbs 13.4 weeks 2.0%

Low FF at initial draw 1,110 215 lbs 12.1 weeks 13.5%

No redraw submitted 406 216 lbs 12.9 weeks 15.5%

Redraw submitted 704 214 lbs 11.7 weeks 12.4%

Repeated low FF at redraw 109 224 lbs 11.8 weeks 12.8%

aMaternal weight not provided for all patients.

TAB L E 3 Indication for testing by cohort

Cohort
Advanced
maternal age

Abnormal serum
screening

Ultrasound
findings

Family
history

Average
risk

Multiple
indications

No indication
provided

206,109 total cohort 45.0% 2.1% 3.6% 1.5% 7.5% 1.9% 38.4%

1,110 low fetal fraction (FF) at

initial draw

52.3% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5% 5.9% 1.2% 36.3%

704 that sent a redraw 53.0% 1.1% 1.1% 1.4% 6.4% 1.0% 35.9%

406 that did not redraw 51.2% 1.5% 2.0% 1.7% 5.2% 1.5% 36.9%

109 low FF at redraw 62.4% 0.9% 0.0% 0.9% 5.5% 1.8% 28.4%

TAB L E 4 Birth outcome of 81 patients with repeated low fetal fraction (FF) failures. Birth outcome, defined by the pregnancy resulting in

an apparently healthy liveborn or not, was obtained for 81 of the 109 patients with repeated low FF failures on cell‐free DNA and is detailed
here

Birth outcome N = 81

Healthy liveborn 76/81

Fetal demise or termination of pregnancy 5/81

1. Demise at 19 weeks, normal chromosomes on POC, antiphospholipid syndrome, 56yo

patient

2. TAB, 4.5 mm NT, normal CVS chromosomes & VUS on CVS array

3. TAB due to MCA at 16 weeks, uncontrolled diabetes with high A1C

4. 28 weeks delivery due to preeclampsia, uncontrolled diabetes, maternal obesity, normal

ultrasounds

5. 14 weeks miscarriage, no POC

Abbreviations: MCA, multiple congenital anomalies; POC, products of conception; TAB, therapeutic abortion; wnl, within normal limits.
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defined by the pregnancy resulting in an apparently healthy liveborn

or demise, was obtained for 81/109 patients. Eighteen patients were

lost to follow up. Partial outcome was obtained for the remaining 10

patients. Partial outcome includes cases where information regarding

maternal medications, conditions, and/or ultrasound was available,

but information on birth outcome (i.e., status of baby at delivery) was

unavailable. Most cases where only partial outcome was available

include patients who transferred care at advanced gestational ages.

For the 81 cases in which delivery status was available, 76 were

presumably healthy liveborns and five resulted in a fetal demise or

termination of pregnancy. Complicating obstetrical factors were

present for most fetal demise cases (Table 4). 12/81 cases pursued

diagnostic testing (POC, CVS, amniocentesis, or postnatal). An addi-

tional 8/81 patients opted for additional screening (NIPT with a

different laboratory or serum screening; Table 5). All diagnostic

testing/screening was normal except for a twin pregnancy amnio-

centesis that showed one euploid and one triploid twin. Term

information was provided in 61 of the 81 cases with birth outcome

(Figure 2). 81% of singleton pregnancies delivered at full term

(≥37 weeks gestation). Of the 10 preterm deliveries in singleton

pregnancies, the average GA at delivery was 34 weeks (range

28–36.6; median 36). The remainder of preterm deliveries were

multifetal pregnancies (n = 5).

Information regarding pregnancy complications was reported

ad hoc when obtaining outcomes for the repeated low FF failure

cases (n = 109). Fetal growth restriction (FGR) was reported in

five pregnancies (singleton n = 2, multifetal n = 3). Preeclampsia

was reported in six pregnancies (singleton n = 4, multifetal n = 2)

and both preeclampsia and FGR were reported in one singleton

pregnancy. For the two singleton pregnancies with reported FGR,

one patient had pre‐existing diabetes and the other had gesta-

tional diabetes. Of the four singleton pregnancies with reported

preeclampsia, one patient had poorly controlled diabetes, one had

pre‐existing hypertension, and one had chorioamnionitis and sickle

cell trait. All of these pregnancies were also complicated by

maternal obesity. Information regarding maternal medications and

conditions was not routinely elicited but was reported ad hoc for

27 patients in the repeated low FF failure cohort (n = 109)

(Figure 3). Of these cases, LMWH was reported in 15 patients,

making it the most frequently reported medication in patients with

low FF cfDNA failures. Maternal diabetes was the most reported

maternal condition complicating pregnancy, followed by Lupus/

antiphospholipid syndrome.

4 | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Positivity rate

63% of patients submitted a redraw following an initial low FF failure,

consistent with historical reported redraw rates.24 Increased aneu-

ploidy rates in low FF failures were not observed, similar to other

studies.18,23 Of 593 reportable redraw samples, 1.5% yielded a pos-

itive result, which is statistically similar to the positivity rate of all

samples in this time period (1.1%; p = 0.332) and this statistical

similarity holds true when controlling for singleton only, multifetal

only, or combined (Figure 1 & Table 1). For the 584 patients receiving

a negative result on redraw, average redraw FF was 5.5%. No false

negatives in this group have been reported to the laboratory. If

following current society guidelines after a low FF failure, these 584

TAB L E 5 Additional screening &
testing in patients with repeated low
fetal fraction (FF) cell‐free DNA (cfDNA)

details the types of diagnostic or
screening pursued in the 81 patients
with known birth outcomes

Additional screening/testing type Number of patients Result

Postnatal 1 Normal

Products of conception 1 Normal

CVS 2 Normal

Amniocentesis 8 7 normal/1 abnormala

Serum biochemical screening 5 Negative

cfDNA at another laboratory 3 Negative

Total 20/81

aFollowing NIPT, a twin pregnancy showed triploid in one twin and normal chromosomes on the

other. Reduced to singleton and healthy fetus delivered at term.
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patients may have had diagnostic testing that otherwise might have

been avoided.

The trisomy 21/18/13 positivity breakdown after an initial FF

failure mirrors the overall breakdown in the total tests, in which

trisomy 21 accounts for ∼60% of positive results. There may have

been expectation to see an increase in trisomy 13 and 18 positives,

as those aneuploidies are associated with smaller placental mass26

and relatively lower FFs on cfDNA. In the total >200k tests, the

average FF in trisomy 21, 18, and 13 cfDNA samples is 9.0%, 8.0%

and 8.1% (median 8.6%, 7.5%, 7.3%), respectively and 8.8% average

FF (8.3% median) in euploid samples, similar to previously reported

FF trends.18,27,28 While FF is somewhat lower in the T18 and T13

samples versus T21 and euploid samples, it is not approaching the

minimal bounds of FF required for reporting. This is consistent with

trends observed in other studies, where the average FF for T18

pregnancies was well above the minimum assay requirement.18,28

While trisomy 13 and 18 pregnancies may have lower FF relative to

trisomy 21 and euploid pregnancies, the decrease in FF does not

appear to overtly put these pregnancies at increased risk for a low

FF failure.

4.2 | Maternal characteristics and demographics

Maternal weight was higher in all low FF cohorts when compared to

the total patient population and was significantly higher in the 109

patients experiencing repeated failure (t = 6.241; p < 0.00001),

supporting maternal habitus as the primary driver of informative

cfDNA redraws.29 While most NIPT samples are collected during the

first trimester, slightly earlier gestational ages were observed for

samples who received a low FF failure at their first draw

(12.1 weeks) and for repeat samples that again resulted in a low FF

failures was even earlier (11.8 weeks gestation). Generally, cfDNA in

maternal plasma is directly related to increasing gestational age.

FF/SNR reporting requirements are proportionally higher in

multifetal gestations (i.e., double for twins). The biological reality

however, is that FF is not directly proportionate to the number of

fetuses with one study observing a 1.6x FF increase in twins versus

singletons.28 The average FF observed in twins versus singleton

pregnancies in this study was 10.2% and 8.7%, respectively. Not

surprisingly, given the two fold increased requirement, there were

significantly more multifetal gestations (p < 0.00001) in the low FF

cohorts as compared to the total study population (Table 2). This

should not be confused with the 95.9% multifetal success rate at

initial draw.

4.3 | Pregnancy outcomes for repeated low FF
failures

Birth outcome (i.e., did the pregnancy result in an apparently healthy

liveborn or a demise) was obtained for 81/109 patients with

repeated low FF failures. Out of the 81 cases with known birth

outcome, almost all (76) resulted in apparently healthy liveborns.

Aneuploidy was not overtly suspected in most of the fetal demise

cases (Table 4), either due to normal prenatal diagnostic results and/

or unrelated obstetrical complications. Persistent low FF does not

appear to be an indicator for aneuploid pregnancies. Even after

repeated low FF failures, when diagnostic testing or additional

screening (20/81 patients) was pursued, it was largely reassuring.

Term information was provided for 61 of the 81 birth outcome

cases. 60/61 cases with term information resulted in apparently

healthy liveborns. In total, two singleton pregnancies delivered

<32 weeks gestation, one of which was complicated by poorly

controlled maternal diabetes, obesity, hypertension, and preeclamp-

sia (Table 4). The other was complicated by antiphospholipid syn-

drome, preterm prematrue rupture of membranes, and obesity. The

remaining eight singleton preterm births were at ≥32 weeks (median
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36 weeks). The remainder of preterm deliveries were multifetal

pregnancies (n = 5). Risk factors for premature delivery include but

are not limited to, high blood pressure (HBP), obesity, placental

previa, diabetes, gestational diabetes, advanced maternal age and

multifetal pregnancy.30 One or more of these factors was observed in

all 15 preterm birth cases. Similarly, given the risk factors for FGR

and/or preeclampsia, it is challenging to glean whether the persistent

low FF itself was an early warning sign or a byproduct of other

confounding factors. On the contrary, elevated FF in the second

trimester has been associated with prematurity and may be indica-

tive of underlying placental dysfunction.31–33 Pre‐existing HBP has

been associated with lower FF, even when controlling for maternal

BMI, and is possibly due to reduced organ perfusion and subsequent

“restricted release” of placental cfDNA.28 HBP was reported in three

patients. Maternal medications were reported ad hoc in 27 of the 109

patients receiving repeated low FF failures (Figure 3). Of these cases,

LMWHwas the medication most often reported. Anticoagulants are a

well‐established contributor to low FF cfDNA failures.13 As medica-

tion use and pregnancy complications are not captured on test

requisitions, nor routinely ascertained when eliciting outcome,

drawing definitive conclusions regarding obstetrical risks and low FF

is not possible given ad hoc reporting and the confounding risk factors

present. Future studies systematically examining this would be

helpful.

5 | LIMITATIONS

Outcome information is largely dependent on clinician reporting in

this retrospective study. There is limited follow up for the 406

patients who did not pursue repeat cfDNA. Diagnostic testing for

this group was cross‐referenced with a single internal laboratory,

which does not capture all patients who may have pursued testing

elsewhere. Prenatal diagnostic testing results are rarely available

following normal screening and birth outcome was not actively

elicited for the 584 patients with negative cfDNA upon redraw. No

false negatives in this group have been reported to the laboratory.

This assay is unable to screen for triploidy, which has been asso-

ciated with low FF on cfDNA34 and was observed in one fetus in a

twin pregnancy (Table 4). While pregnancy outcomes for patients

with repeated FF failures were obtained in 74.3% cases and there

were no reports of triploid pregnancies in patients with negative

repeat cfDNA results communicated to the laboratory, it is

possible that there were additional triploid pregnancies undetected

by the assay.

6 | CONCLUSION

Data from this retrospective cohort revealed that 84.2% of patients

initially receiving a low FF failure achieved a reportable result at

redraw with no observable aneuploidy enrichment. Furthermore,

pregnancies for patients receiving repeated low FF failures almost

always resulted in apparently healthy liveborns. While low FF failures

on cfDNA do not rule out aneuploidy in the fetus, taking into account

patient factors like weight or medications are important. However,

caution should be taken in generalizing redraw success rates and

aneuploidy enrichment (or lack thereof) to all low FF nonreportable

cfDNA results, as each laboratory reporting criteria and methodology

is unique.
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